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Michael Warren is Ireland’s foremost modernist artist 

working today. His sculpture can be seen all over Ireland

and indeed the world, in collections, museums, private

homes and in the land and urban scape in the form of

public art. Unbroken Line marks a very special occasion for

VISUAL. This is the first major solo project with an artist on

such a scale, surveying a 40 year career in all five gallery

spaces and the exterior grounds. This exhibition also marks

Warren’s 60th birthday, and I hope it is a fitting tribute to

this most unique artist’s long and remarkable career. 

An artist’s work over his or her lifetime can reveal a 

conceptual continuum, one that spikes and flows from 

year to year or decade to decade. A stylistic identity grows,

changes, expands and contracts with each new body of

work. Unbroken Line refers to this process which will 

continue to flow through VISUAL winding and unwinding

itself during its time here, eventually moving and growing

into something new elsewhere. In conversation Warren has 

described how the architecture and spaces of VISUAL 

inspired his new works, Fallen Caryatid, Caryatids I - VI

and Unbroken Line. On behalf of all involved in VISUAL it

has been our privilege to be part of this creative process

and I offer our sincerest appreciation to the artist for his

generosity and enthusiasm in bringing this project here.

On a personal note, my own first introduction to Warren’s

work was while preparing for the Leaving Certificate in the

middle of the 1980’s. From my text book of that time, a

photograph of an early Warren sculpture has always stayed

in my memory - although its title and location are sadly 

forgotten. In my own career I have enjoyed a quiet 

satisfaction in recognising his work from that early 

introduction. Even as an untrained but instinctive teenager,

Warren’s work held a mystical force of order and calm

which for me, has never waned. This project has confirmed

my long-held faith in Michael Warren as a very special

artist and I believe it is timely and necessary. For anyone

seeking a truly satisfying sensory and intellectual encounter

with a work of art, none could have more potential than 

a work by Michael Warren. 

Carissa Farrell 

August 2010
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Enrique Juncosa

Director

Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin
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HAYEDO

No era el pájaro

sino el cielo

que volaba

In the beech forest
the bird motionless

sky flying
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Michael Warren: a sculptor in time
Rod Mengham
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The approach to Letatlin, Michael Warren’s studio and

home in rural County Wexford, is along a country lane

and then under a curving avenue of mature beeches

whose leaves brush over the windscreen and remind you

that the lives and afterlives of trees are at the centre of

the sculptor’s world. 

Michael Warren has worked with a wide range of materials

over the forty years of his activity as a sculptor, but the

material that he started with, and that he has turned to

more often than to any other alternative, is wood. His 

relationship with wood is founded in his practical 

experience of direct carving, but it has also evolved as 

a conceptual focus for his thinking about sculpture 

more generally. Perhaps the most constant signature of

his work is its avoidance of signatures, its powerfully 

organized restraint, its often massive self-effacement.

There is no swagger in any of his sculptures, no trade-

mark virtuosity, no self-indulgent panache. Even with

monumental ensembles such as Timber Construction for

Plano (1984) or After Image (1984-6), the dominant note

is one of self-containment, of a disciplined reserve. If

there is a dexterity involved in stabilizing these immense

shafts of timber, angled in ways that seem to hesitate the

force of gravity, it is a dexterity that seems to have been

transferred from the hand of the maker direct to the

sculptural object; if there is gymnastic skill involved in

making great weights appear to float through the air, it 

is the skill of control, of composure, of bringing all the

forces involved to an exact point of rest. 

The geometrical exactitude required to achieve the 

vertically soaring and plummeting effects of many of

Warren’s public sculptures invites comparisons with the

celebrated balancing acts of American minimalist 

sculpture. But the differences are more telling than the

similarities. The surfaces of minimalist sculpture are 

machined more often than not, and the individual 

components combined in a given work resemble industrial

products; their proximity to the manufactured and 

engineered environment of the modern cityscape removes

them far from the individually carved beams and joints 

of Warren’s creations. There is a much more natural 

relationship, and one that Warren is keen to explore, 

between his work and the pioneering abstractions of

Russian Constructivism. The geometry of Malevich’s

paintings and Tatlin’s projects is deliberately faulty, 

approximate by design. Its abstractness is an index of the

artist’s refusal to reproduce the appearance of the world

as conventionally understood; it replaces a familiar version

of the world with one that is unprecedented; that is a

blueprint for the ideal rather than the real. These highly

individualized abstractions reflect a vision that turns away

from the opportunity for self-expression, seeking rather to

uncover the hidden potential of the real in its underlying

forms and energies. Warren’s engagement with the grain
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of timber, and with its variable densities, subdues his 

own intentions towards the material in proportion to 

the guidance he receives from its always unpredictable

structure and texture. His sculptures are collaborations with

an organic material that comes with a history of its own.

That history must inflect the choices the artist can make in

bringing the material into his own sphere of operations,

and the measure of his achievement lies in how much he

allows himself to be chosen in turn, to be drawn into a

process that already has a life of its own. 

The depth of Warren’s commitment to wood and the 

nature of that commitment can be gauged paradoxically 

by examining its implications for his work using other 

materials. Some of his keynote works in bronze and other

metals can only be understood through their dialogue with

the historical significance of wood in relation to both the

living tree it has been taken from and the cultural object it

has been changed into. One of Warren’s most public works

is his homage to Samuel Beckett, Go deo, located in the

stableyard of the Provost’s House Stables in Trinity College,

Dublin, since 2006. This relatively small sculpture (220 cm

high) has been cast in bronze, yet its subject matter 

combines a busily twisted branch cut from a willow tree

with a scaffold-like structure of hewn and planed wood 

cut from oak, elm and sycamore. The title means ‘forever’

in Irish Gaelic but echoes ‘Godot’ in the title of Beckett’s

most well-known work. The two characters in this play

argue over the identity and status of the tree that is the

only fixed element of scenery. Their uncertainty about its

shape and meaning is clearly evoked in Warren’s sculptural

assemblage combining the forms of natural growth and

human artistry. The ramifications of symbolic meaning 

implicit in Beckett’s scenography are drawn out in the 

calculated ambivalence of the support structure which 

recalls both gibbet and crucifix. Warren’s sculpture is 

a representation (in bronze) of the tree as a natural, 

constructed and symbolic object installed at or very near

the centre of the western cultural tradition.

The invitation card to Warren’s 2007 exhibition at the

Royal Hibernian Academy features only one image, a 

reproduction of Mantegna’s painting Le Calvaire, now in

the Louvre. The landscape format of this painting is 

dominated by the three wooden crosses whose height

reaches almost from top to bottom of the picture plane,

and whose horizontal disposition commands the viewer’s

attention. The ostensible subject matter is the Passion of

Christ and the immediate human drama this entails, but 

the visual interest is shared to an unusual extent by the

surrounding rock formations and by the specific texture of

the wood that has been used to build the three crosses. It 

is no surprise also to learn of the value that Warren places

on the work of Piero della Francesca, author of the most

important surviving fresco cycle on the story of the True

Cross. His respect for timber as a living material that 

develops before and after the sculptor’s intervention is 

amplified by his recognition of its continually evolving 

significance in the cultural history of the West, in a range

of sacred histories that includes but is not confined 

to Christianity.

One of Warren’s most exciting and enlivening projects is

the ongoing series of columnar works entitled Caryatids.

Generic caryatids are sculptures bearing architectural 

elements. In the classical period they were almost exclusively

female figures, and even in modern times the most 

celebrated examples have been female. Modigliani is the

twentieth century artist who springs to mind as Warren’s

most significant predecessor in this respect. Warren’s 

MICHAEL WARREN: a sculptor in time
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caryatids are remarkable on several counts, not least in

their complete omission of the architectural burden that

might be considered the prerequisite for any caryatid-like

form. In visual terms, Warren turns a support structure into

an apparently autonomous element, but forces the viewer

nonetheless to think of an absent volume. If his caryatids

carry only space above them, it is space that we have to

weigh and measure even if only in the imagination. 

These are sculptures that take up space actively and 

precisely, as a group and individually; they determine our

own movements as we navigate our way around the whole

ensemble and cross the space that is bounded by them. The

installation of sculptural elements is simultaneously a

choreographing of the viewer’s response. In this respect, the

work evokes the mythical origins of the caryatid condition,

its derivation from the religious customs associated with

the Pelopennesian village of Karyai [meaning ‘walnut

trees’]. The Karyatides would perform ecstatic ritual dances

with baskets of live reeds on their heads, making them 

resemble living and dancing plant-like creatures. Warren is

clearly attracted by this dynamic focus on the ever-changing

medium of vegetable life, on the invisible movement that 

is continuous within even the most static-seeming 

architectural forms.

The Caryatids are highly mobile in their relation to the

viewer and to one another, but cannot be moved physically

without recourse to heavy lifting equipment. By contrast,

many of Warren’s stelae can be picked up manually, and it

is perhaps with this very large series of works that he has

challenged most comprehensively and directly the customary

inertia of the sculpted object. Stelae have had a wide range

of uses and meanings in different cultures, but represent

one of the longest traditions of symbolic building and

carving in both prehistoric and historic eras. To look no

further than the religious stelae of Ireland from the 

Neolithic to the early Christian period is to encounter the

principal characteristics of this form, as both territorial

marker and bearer of cultural memory. Warren’s stelae 

have the imposing verticality of their forerunners, and their

dimensions are similar to those of Neolithic orthostats and

Celtic high crosses, but their relation to the conventions of

inscription employed by earlier traditions is one of radical

transformation. The marks that Warren makes upon his 

stelae are not impositions on the material, but collaborations

with its specific contours; they do not record the effects of

a uniquely human history but act as reminders of the 

confluence of natural and cultural history; in the shaping

of artefacts and the erection of monuments; in their 

influence on the accustomed rhythms of the place they 

are given to. 

In conversation, Warren speaks especially warmly about the

experience of working on site-specific installations and the

various forms of cooperation involved, both with the physical

environment and with local populations whose own sense

of an artistic and architectural vernacular must be reckoned

with during the conceiving and constructing of these

sometimes very large-scale projects. The artist has 

particularly strong memories of the installation of El Arado

y las Estrellas, a work whose title [The Plough and the

Stars] alludes to the play by Irish Author Seán O’Casey, 

but which in itself evokes humanity’s attempts to come to

terms with, and even render familiar, the remote presence

of astronomical bodies. The location of the work, in Quito,

Ecuador, has influenced its design, turning the enormous

earthwork that serves as plinth for the more obviously

sculptural elements into its most spectacular component.

This flat-topped mound with its stepped approach recalls

19
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irresistibly the characteristic shape of the pyramidal 

structures found at the centre of Mesoamerican ritual 

landscapes. The elevation brings the worshipper closer to

the sky and its divinities while the platform provides space

for ritual activity. Warren found that his design made 

more and more sense to the native workers employed as 

assistants the more clearly its closeness to local monuments

emerged in the course of construction. The gathering sense

of purpose and of the value of participation that this 

involved-the progressive meaningfulness of the entire

process-mirrored uncannily the primary motivation of the

ancient builders, for whom the period of construction 

was as important as the final result. The labour of those

involved accrued value precisely when it contributed to a

sacred purpose. 

This engagement of art in a process of transfiguration is

found in some degree in all of Warren’s sculpture. His 

work is not put at the service of any particular creed, but

recognises the importance of art as a focus for constantly

rehearsing the relations between the material and the 

spiritual; and its acute sense of its place in the history of

artistic and architectural forms means that those relations

are always understood and enriched through development

in a shared context, in the cultivation of a sense of 

community in both place and time. Perhaps his most 

exemplary achievement in this respect is the architectural

and sculptural ensemble Tulach a’ tSolais, produced in 

collaboration with Ronnie Tallon. 

Located on Oulart Hill, near Enniscorthy in County Wexford,

Warren’s own territory, this monumental work serves as a

hinge in the landscape, opening up the viewer’s awareness 

of different phases in its occupation that have tested a

sense of belonging and of what is at stake in laying claim

to its meanings. Its nominated purpose is to commemorate

the local experience of the 1798 Rebellion, but it can only

be approached physically through a countryside that is

marked palimpsestically with reminders of other times in

which the pressures on cultural identity have been extreme.

For example, the approach by vehicle is along a so-called

‘Famine road’ whose chief purpose was not to link points

in the landscape but to provide employment for those who

would otherwise starve. The work itself has an exterior that

recalls nothing so vividly as a large Neolithic burial mound,

while its concrete interior chamber is transected by a slotted

aperture along which the available light travels with a

laser-like intensity. Like Newgrange in Ireland, or Maes

Howe in Orkney, the optimal moment for illumination of

the passage-like interior is sunrise on midsummer’s day.

Two rectangular slabs of oak, both very slightly curved but

with an unequal distribution of convex and concave 

features rest on the granite floor. Their uninscribed but 

visibly worked surfaces record no specific history but 

advertise the importance of commemoration as a customary

and ritual activity. The work can be read in the light of 

diverse episodes of political and cultural history, but 

cannot be tied to any single one; although its artistic and

architectural legacy is clear and specific, conceptually it 

operates as a lightning rod that attracts the energies of

thought and feeling that have etched and defined the 

history of the place in a multitude of ways. It accomplishes

this many-faceted task not simply by cognitive means, by

initiating a process of reflection, but through sensory 

immersion; the work is sited not only on the landscape but

also inside it, giving a physical reality to its archaeological

conception of community as the repository of a memory

that extends beyond the confines of individual remembering. 

20
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Very few works of art have the capacity to translate this

complexity of meaning into a sensory experience and to

make this its most convincing means of access to now 

remote systems of belief and culture. Warren’s entire 

oeuvre is consistent with the trajectory of this work, 

shouldering the invisible burden of a tradition in which 

the artist’s volition is most fully realised when eclipsed 

by the larger energies it is part of.  

Rod Mengham

Reader in Modern English Literature at the University of Cambridge, 

where he is also Curator of Works of Art at Jesus College
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Tulach a' tSolais, County Wexford, 1998-99
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Richard Serra once told how his mother would introduce

him, while still at school, as her son “Richard the artist”.

She continued to encourage and support him in his early

years, and Serra has always maintained that this early

supportive attitude gave him confidence to believe and

continue. How was your decision to become an artist 

received by your family?

Perhaps the dye was cast quite early on. If so, it was 

unnoticed: in the rural environment of my childhood - the

1950s - the question of becoming an artist wouldn’t have

entered anyone’s head. Home life largely revolved around

the farm and farming. But that said, from the outset, I

loved to draw and paint, or generally busy myself making

things. I liked to make stages and put on plays in one or

other of the farm outhouses. There were paintings all over

the walls of my bedroom. My mother encouraged this: my

father wasn’t discouraging. I was aware, however, that

being “the artistic one in the family” was another way 

of saying that I was not its most practical member. In 

secondary school my ability in the art room meant I was

automatically nominated to help make the stage sets, the

props, and design programmes for the school plays, and

that sort of thing - all tasks I relished. Friends would 

sometimes ask me to draw their portrait. But this didn’t

necessarily mean I was going to be an artist. There were

many things I thought I’d like to do. Not until quite a bit

later, during my year at Trinity College in Dublin, was there

a moment of truth. In the end, art was what I knew I could

do best, or rather, what I best liked to do. When attending

the Brera academy, I recall my mother asking me would I

not think of doing something “more useful”? By then it 

was far too late for such questions. My father must have

had worries about how a living could ever be made from

art but outwardly he would allay my mother’s fears, 

declaring “The boy is old and ugly enough to make up 

his own mind about what he wants to do with his life.”

Underpinning such remarks was, I like to think, a basic

confidence in my judgement, and, coming from him, this

was good enough to help me through the tribulations of

the early years. I am glad that he lived to see me get one 

or two major commissions in Ireland and the beginnings of

some recognition from abroad: for instance, the invitation

to participate in the “Carnegie International” in Pittsburgh

in 1982. 

Above
With his parents, Springmount, 1950

Opposite 
The garden gate, Springmount
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INTERVIEW: JOHN DALY / MICHAEL WARREN 

Saint Columba’s College, where you spent your school

years, and Trinity College, where you were a philosophy

student, are two Dublin institutions with which you still

have an ongoing relationship. What have these two

places of learning given you?

Among the wonderful teachers at Saint Columba’s College

were Mr Brownlow and Mr FitzGerald who gave me a taste

for literature. Their knowledge of and enthusiasm for poetry

and theatre was especially inspiring. I liked Yeats and

Wordsworth in particular. I remember being very taken 

with writers such as Melville, Borges and Camus. Ibsen’s

Brand stands out among the plays we read in class. 

We were brought to the theatre in Dublin, to see plays by

Dylan Thomas, Brendan Behan, George Bernard Shaw, 

John Millington Synge, Seán O’Casey, Oscar Wilde, 

Anton Chekhov. 

Did the students also take part in plays at the school?

Yes, we put on productions in the college, most notably

Doctor Faustus by Christopher Marlowe, The Royal Hunt 

of the Sun by Peter Shaffer, and The House of Mars, an 

anthology of war compiled by David FitzGerald himself. 

In this production I had a long monologue in which I 

recounted the whole of Frank O’Connor’s short story,

Guests of the Nation. 

These really do seem like exceptional and inspiring

teachers. 

It was an amazing school. A pivotal moment for me 

occurred when one morning during the Michaelmas term

of the Sixth Year Mr FitzGerald decided to read a text by

Simone Weil to the class. He had previously read to us from

Søren Kierkegaard and that had struck a chord with me,

but it was Weil I would take to heart. 

28
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This sounds like difficult material to introduce to 

secondary school students. Did it seem so at the time? 

No, not at all. We were well up for it. At that age you 

believe there are answers to all the big questions. We 

appreciated what a great opportunity we were being given.

With the discovery of Simone Weil, one important part of

my make-up, as I then saw it, was now at last beginning to

find some bearings. For direction in another area I looked

to Mr Morris whose wit and wisdom awaited us in the art

room every Tuesday and Thursday afternoon. It was under

this remarkable sculptor and teacher’s guidance that, in

1969, I made my first sculpture, Torso, a “direct” carving 

in beech. Mr Morris said that were I to sell it, I should ask

15 guineas: “people don’t appreciate things unless they 

pay properly”.

But even a year after leaving Saint Columba’s - the year in

which I attended Bath Academy of Art - I still felt myself

drawn in different directions. Continued uncertainty led 

me to Trinity College in September 1970, but midway

through the academic year I knew I’d made a mistake. For

me philosophy had always been a way of finding out the

best way to go about living. The history and development

of thought were of no real interest. I had read enough

books. It was high time to make a start. A decision was

taken. I didn’t know if I would be any good at sculpture,

but from then on I never doubted for an instant that that

was what I should be doing - wherever it would lead.

Left 
Torso, 1969

Opposite

Top Saint Columba’s College, aged 16
Middle The House of Mars, school play, 1968
Bottom David FitzGerald, English teacher, Saint Columba’s College
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INTERVIEW: JOHN DALY / MICHAEL WARREN 

So it was time to leave Trinity behind? 

Indeed. Although I didn’t really settle in Trinity, I have 

always been somewhat in awe of the place. I am 

very happy to have two sculptures on the campus: 

Countermovement (1984/5) and the more recent, 

Go deo, homage to Samuel Beckett (2006). 

As an ardent admirer of Beckett, I adopted his “ Fail

again. Fail better” philosophy early on. What has he

given you? Does his work in any way inspire or inform

your own?

What caught me early on was his statement about having

to find expression in the fact of there being nothing to 

express. I find his lack of artistic compromise nothing short

of heroic - inspiring and sobering at the same time. Samuel

Beckett seems to me to give artistic expression to many of

Simone Weil’s preoccupations, especially those of waiting

and attendance. They both address issues of obligation,

compromise and void. Waiting for Godot is undoubtedly 

a 20th-century literary masterpiece. Like Vladimir and 

Estragon, Beckett kept his appointment. How many 

writers can boast as much?  

You were accepted into Bath Academy of Art at a time

when it must have been less common for Irish students

(particularly art students) to attend universities and 

colleges outside of Ireland. Given that Bath enjoyed a

very good reputation, why did you stay there for just

one year?

Bath Academy of Art was at that time, not in Bath, but in

the Wiltshire village of Corsham, about 12 miles outside of

Bath. The dining hall, library and administration centre

were at Corsham Court, the residence of Lord Methuen. I

never discovered the circumstances of how long-haired 

students came to occupy this place of Adam staircases,

peacocks, and magnificent, manicured lawns and park 

designed by Capability Brown. Portions of the 18th-century

epic, Barry Lyndon, were filmed at Corsham Court. 

Memories of that year at Bath include trips to London

where I saw a touring exhibition of Rodin sculpture and

visited the Tate Gallery. Kitaj and Tilson were showing at

the Marlborough Gallery. I made drawings of the marble

sculptures from the Parthenon in the British Museum. 

A performance of Ballet Rambert in Bath made a big 

impression on me. Evenings at the college not spent 

downing pints of “scrumpy” in the smoke-filled local bars 

- “Cross-Keys” or the “White Lion” - were usually passed 

in someone’s flat listening to “Pink Floyd”, the “Velvet 

Underground”, Bob Dylan, or, when I could pick, Leonard

Cohen. Richard Hamilton and Pop Art were admired,

McLuhan and Cage discussed. But as time went on I

started to become disenchanted with the scene. 

When you decided to return to Ireland, was there 

an element of missing home or was it time for a 

new beginning?

Time for a new beginning. I remembered Frank Morris 

frequently referring to his art as being “a way of life”. I was

pretty sure I wasn’t going to find that level of fulfilment 

by remaining longer in England. Having successfully 

completed the Foundation Course, and having had one of

the most bizarre and fun years of my life, I decided to go

home. Shortly after my return to Ireland, Frank suggested I

come work with him at his home and studio in the Wicklow
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Mountains. The following weeks at “White Piers” in Calary

Bog, between Enniskerry and Roundwood, staying with the

Morris family was just what I was looking for. Frank was

working up in the Glencree granite quarries at the time. On

his return he would check my progress on the baulk of elm

I was carving. There might be discussion about the craft of

sculpture, “closing the grain”, the “freeing” or “articulation”

of form, the virtues of “direct” carving, the need to take

risks, the necessity to “think in the round”, what constitutes

good lettering, Eric Gill, Ernst Barlach and the work 

of those craftsmen he called “the anonymous Irish 

and Gothic”. 

Can you explain what you mean by “direct” carving? 

Is this where you have not made a drawing or maquette

in advance?

Direct carving is an important part of the Vitalist aesthetic

in which the sculptor strives to liberate the “vital force” or

essential “life” hidden within the material. Frank Morris

spoke of carving as being like peeling an onion; many skins

had to be removed before the form revealed its full potential.

Moore, Brancusi and Arp were among the practitioners of

this important direction in early 20th-century sculpture. 

It was Henry Moore who coined the expression “truth to

material”. Part of maintaining this truth was the carver

finding an idea that suited the timber or stone, not vice

versa. For some sculptors the notion of making models 

was alien to this direct engagement or dialogue with the

material. Frank Morris went further; he refused to cut a

piece of timber down to a size that might better suit a 

particular design concept. Neither Brancusi nor Moore was

ever so strict. They both usually made models or maquettes

before launching into the actual sculpture. To carve without

models involves the artist in great risk. The reward is that

when it works, there can be an inventiveness and immediacy

difficult to match using pre-meditated methods, but it can

also lead to a sculpture being, for instance, fine on three

sides but failing to zip-up properly on the last side. 

So does it work better for certain types of sculpture?

Direct carving works best where the arrangement of form is

not too complex or indeed where it keeps to single-unit

forms as seen in many of Brancusi’s pieces. Philosophers

later attempted to ridicule this “truth to material” and 

generally punch holes in the entire aesthetic. If a sculptor

wants to be really truthful why not leave the material as it

was found? Yet despite these ontological points of view 

Vitalism has unquestionably produced much great sculpture.

I think that although we may now be a little hesitant to

use some of the language of its original protagonists, many

of us would still maintain there is much of real value still

going for this prioritisation of direct contact with material. 
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Hearing the enthusiasm in your voice as you recall those

days, is it fair to say that this was a happy time as well

as an important educational one?

It was a wonderful time. Sometimes visitors would call to

the house in the evening - artists, architects such as Arthur

Gibney and Francis Barry - and friends. Ronnie Drew of

“The Dubliners” was a close friend. I felt “in my element”

listening in on these meetings. Everything was nigh on 

perfect - perfect that is until the sudden and totally 

unexpected death of Frank Morris in August 1970. He was

only 42 years old. Frank had been complaining of acute

abdominal pain, so I had driven him to St Michael’s 

Hospital in Dún Laoghaire. He later died there following 

an appendix operation. A post-mortem revealed he had

haemochromatosis. Everyone was devastated. I was 

devastated. It was a great tragedy for his family and for

Irish sculpture. I remember thinking how surreal the 

funeral was - the horse-drawn hearse, black plumes, and

undertakers with bowler hats - all up there in the wilds of

Wicklow.  

How important was Morris as a sculptor? He died so

young, had he reached his full potential or was there

more to come?

He probably made no more than 40 finished carvings. Part

of his integrity meant he was unable to produce more 

work than he did. Outside the circle of family, friends and

admirers, Frank Morris remains as little known now as he

was during his lifetime. He suffered cultural isolation,

poverty and ill health for the sake of principles of excellence

to which he was always faithful. I have said elsewhere that

amongst his small output there are some six or more 

woodcarvings of such originality that they deserve a place

alongside the finest sculpture produced in the country,

then or since. At the time of Frank’s death, the painter

Camille Souter (Frank’s widow) gave me four chisels with

the initials “FM” stamped into the wooden handles. I still

use them.

Frank Morris’s impact was of course a very personal one.

What about other Irish sculptors of the period? Were

you aware of what other sculptors in Ireland were doing

at that time?

I was aware of two sculptors, Oisín Kelly and Gerda Frömel,

both of whom I visited. Actually, Oisín Kelly was the art

teacher at Saint Columba’s College when I first went there.

He was just then beginning to land some big commissions

and, finding he could no longer devote time to teaching,

he recommended the younger sculptor Frank Morris to 

replace him. Sometime in the late 1960s, David FitzGerald

brought me from the college to visit Oisín Kelly at his 

home and studio. We had tea in the garden. I remember

him talking about Egyptian art and mentioning that he

considered Ananda K. Coomaraswamy his “guru”. We were

given a tour of Kelly's studio where there were models for

The Children of Lir project now in Dublin’s Garden of 

Remembrance. I think I must have met Gerda Frömel quite

a few years later, as I remember her giving me some sound

advice on a sculpture I was having difficulty with. Other

than these, I would not have been aware of other sculptors

in Ireland at the time.

Now that your mentor had passed away, did you think

what/where now? 
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A new term was about to start at Saint Columba’s College

and there was no art teacher. The Warden asked me if I

would consider taking the job. I said nobody was ever

going to be able to replace Mr Morris but that I’d gladly

give it a try. That’s the story of how, while also attending

Trinity, I returned to Saint Columba’s College as a teacher

exactly one year after leaving it as a student. 

The Brera Academy in Milan is one of the most 

prestigious institutions in the world and counts 

Antonio Canova, Lucio Fontana, Marino Marini, Enrico

Baj, Arnaldo Pomodoro, and Piero Manzoni among the

many notables who passed through its hallowed halls. 

The Futurist Carlo Carrà also studied there, Medardo Rosso

too. Rosso was a magnificent sculptor, way ahead of his

time…

Medardo Rosso is a name that I have not heard in years,

and I guess I am surprised to hear it now. I know that

Umberto Boccioni personally sent him a copy of the 

Futurist Sculpture Manifesto, where he addressed Rosso

as the only artistic precedent that the Futurists would

acknowledge. What was it that you found so 

revolutionary in his work?

No, I didn’t personally find his work revolutionary but I

think it deserves more credit than it gets. Historically his

larger-than-life contemporary Auguste Rodin is inclined 

to eclipse Medardo Rosso, yet Rosso’s break from 19th-

century statuary and monumentality was at least as radical

in its way. I think it was the transitory appearance he gave

his work and the swirling atmospheric movement he

achieves that attracted Boccioni. Some of Gerda Frömel’s

small bronzes are reminiscent of the Italian’s wax 

sculptures… they share a similar lightness of touch.

How important was your time in Milan for your 

development as an artist? 

I think traces of my time in Milan can still be detected 

in the sculpture I make today. Milan was perhaps more 

important to my development as an artist than it was to

many of the Italian art students. For me, as a foreign 

student, I was seeing everything for the first time. The

enormity of Italy’s artistic legacy was not for me the 

burden I suspect it may have been for some of them. 

I had heard that Marino Marini was teaching sculpture 

at the Brera. That’s what brought me to Milan. But, 

unbeknown to me, Marini gave over his teaching post 

at the Academy to Luciano Minguzzi the term before I 
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arrived. So I enrolled instead in the “Scuala di Minguzzi”

and there I studied for the following four years. That’s the

Italian system: you get accepted to work under one

teacher. There was, or was then, little or no interaction

with students enrolled in the other schools or studios. 

Minguzzi came in for perhaps a morning every week 

leaving his assistant, Nino Cassani, another sculptor, in

charge of the day-to-day running of the studio. When

Minguzzi arrived he would go around the studio looking

and commenting on our work. Some days he might merely

make a minor technical point or even pass by without

comment. On other days something might animate him to

talk at length. It was rare for us to speak without first been

spoken to. It was all quite formal. I don’t suppose the 

system had changed much since the Renaissance, except 

we were of course doing our own work rather than directly

assisting the Master Sculptor.

How would such visits from Minguzzi and others affect

your work? Did you see them as “Masters” or just older,

more experienced sculptors who worked in a different

way to yourself?

There were no others. We addressed Minguzzi as 

“Professore”. In the studio his word was absolute. I think

he may have been basically a shy man. Even after four

years I can’t say I got to know him. He encouraged a 

robust, physical approach to making sculpture. We worked

directly with plaster: traditional modelling in clay was 

almost eliminated. I recall one short conversation with 

Minguzzi. I had read an interview with Henry Moore in

some Italian woman’s magazine: asked which of his works

he most favoured, Moore said he liked all his work equally

“like children”. I asked Minguzzi what he though of this 

remark. “Spaliato”, said Minguzzi, “Mistaken, the only

sculpture that really matters is the one you are working

on”. I liked that remark and later told it to the Irish architect

Ronnie Tallon. Tallon felt Moore and Minguzzi were both

wrong: the only work that really counts is the next piece,

the one that hasn’t yet begun. 

I think Minguzzi’s animals - his cats, cocks, owls - are

among the pieces I most closely associate with him but he

is perhaps best known for his great bronze door of Milan’s

Cathedral in Piazza Duomo that took over a decade to

complete. I remember him telling us that large parts of 

his set design for a production of Aida at the Roman 

amphitheatre in Verona were cast in bronze. I didn’t know

until quite recently that shortly after I left Milan he was

commissioned to make one of the four great doors of St

Peter’s in Rome. 

Was it all studio work or did you have to take academic

classes too?

Besides sculpture we studied History of Art under the art

historian, writer and critic, Guido Ballo. There were also

lessons in Anatomy and what was called “Technology of

Materials” under Professor Rui. 
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Did you enjoy living in Italy?

It wasn’t the easiest time of my life but it was, I think, a

positive experience overall. The Brera could not have been

more different than Bath Academy. I remember the first

evening I arrived in Milan. It was snowing heavily and

standing on Via Manzoni watching huddled groups of 

people in long winter coats and the spluttering overhead

cable system that powered the rumbling orange trams, the

thought crossed my mind that perhaps there had been

some horrible mistake. The place looked more like a 

Russian city from a Dostoyevsky novel than anything I had

expected to find in Italy. None of the travel books tell how

cold it can get in Italy during the winter, that’s a well-kept

secret! And it can get desperately humid in summer. 

Apart from the weather, this was of course a period of

political unrest. Were you ever tempted to get involved?

When I came to Milan in the late autumn of 1970, a very

volatile political atmosphere pervaded the city. Tensions

were still running high after the Piazza Fontana bombing

of the year before (December 1969) when 17 people were

killed and 88 wounded. The terrorist attack - though not

then fully known - had been organized by the extreme

right with alleged CIA support but blamed on the far-left

party “Lotta Continua”. There were frequent, large and

dangerous student demonstrations during which it was 

unsafe for the Academy to remain open. As a consequence,

the Brera was forever closing its doors at zero notice. I kept

as far as I could from all this. It was extremely dangerous. I

was once metres away from a small street bomb explosion.  

How did you manage to work with all this uncertainty,

was your studio space separate from the main college

buildings?

In frustration I began to look for an alternative place to

continue working. My first studio was in the basement 

cellar of number 7, Via Santo Spirito, off Via Monte-

napoleone. The only natural light came from a pavement

grill on the roadside overhead. An abandoned pram was my

means of transporting to and from the academy the blocks

of stone I was working at the time. That caused a bit of a

stir. Italian men didn’t push prams in public - they certainly

didn’t push prams with stones in them! 
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Maybe. But on one occasion with a particularly ambitious

block of “pietra da Vicenza” on board the wheels of my

pram gave way just as I was crossing a busy road off Via

Brera. With every horn in Milan honking and a policeman

shouting obscenities at me, I didn’t feel very macho. I later

bought a second-hand car and also managed to find a

“proper” studio on Viale Cassala. It was spacious and had

light, but was frequently invaded by water rats from the

nearby canal. Legally, nobody was supposed to be living 

in that building. 
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Was language a problem in terms of experiencing the

social and cultural life of the city at that time? 

Very little English was spoken. School Latin helped initially

until I attended evening classes and learnt Italian. The 

language problem held me back for a while but eventually 

I got to go to the theatre. I saw some powerful productions

of Luigi Pirandello – and quite a few plays by Bertolt

Brecht. I once saw, in a marquee tent erected somewhere

on the outskirts of Milan, an impassioned performance by

the young flamenco dancer, Antonio Gades. I often visited

Michaelangelo’s Rondanini Pietà at the Castello Sforesco. I

was struck by the chisel lines in the marble carved, it is

thought, sometime in the early 1560s: these were precisely

the same parallel lines I was carving at the academy and in

my dungeon studio below Via Santo Spirito. A distance of

over 400 years bridged in a moment of recognition. There

were of course many worthwhile exhibitions to be seen. I

remember coming across a show of Robert Morris’s hanging

carpet works that held a strange attraction for me though 

I didn’t understand why at the time. I had not yet 

consciously begun my inquiry into weight and gravity 

in sculpture. 

Were there other exhibitions around that time that still

stand out?

By far the most impressive exhibition I saw in Italy was a

major retrospective of Henry Moore in Florence in the

grounds of the Fort Belvedere overlooking the city and

Duomo. Though Moore has not directly influenced me, he

is undoubtedly one of the all-time great sculptors. I will 

always remember the magnificence of his Large Arch 

of Carrara marble against the Florentine blue sky. The 

piece looks as though it were made of gigantic 

flesh-stripped bones. 

Did you get to see exhibitions by Italian sculptors such

as Giacomo Manzù, Marino Marini, Berto Lardera and

Arnaldo Pomodoro, or perhaps other Europeans such as

Carel Visser, Cesar, Paul Neagu, Eduardo Chillida or

Bernar Venet?

Pietro Cassella was a big name in Milan at the time and he

was honoured with a major exhibition at the Rotonda della

Besana, one of the city’s most prestigious venues for large

sculpture exhibitions. I saw a major exhibition of Dušan

Džamonja there too. I was aware of Manzù and Marino

Marini. Marini I had always liked; I attended La Scala 

production of Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring in 1972 for which

he had designed the backdrops. Manzù’s Grande ritratto de

signora was a portrait of an aunt or relation of the Nava

family who were so good to me in Milan. (Frank Morris

once remarked that if he could have that Manzù sculpture

of two peasant Lovers rolling in the clover outside his house

at Calary Bog it would be the best possible remedy for a

Monday morning hangover!) A group of us students from

the Brera got to visit Arnaldo Pomodoro in his studio. I was

struck by a large heap of broken pianofortes in his yard. I

only twigged later that it is the timber hammers in a piano

that go to make up the ribbing of those great bronze

spheres and columns Pomodoro has placed all over the

world - including the one at Trinity College, Dublin. His

studio impressed me as being more like a small factory with

its assistant sculptors in white coats all working away on

diverse projects. Arnaldo’s brother, Giò Pomodoro, was 

possibly of more interest to me at the time. Another sculptor

I remember looking at was Pietro Consagra from Sicily. I
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bought a book on Lardera but never saw his work in the

flesh. Visser and others came later. But Eduardo Chillida was

seriously influential. It was on his work that I decided to

write my thesis. At that time Chillida was aged 52 and just

on the threshold of world recognition. 

Did you think it important then to see what other 

sculptors were doing?

Yes, I did. The teaching of art can only go so far. It is up to

the student to soak up as much as possible of what others

are doing, remembering that even an informed dislike or

rejection of another artist's work can be as clarifying and

artistically determining as finding in it some great affinity.

I was very excited about Chillida’s timber constructions, 

his Abesti Gogora series. Here was how great baulks of 

timber could retain their bulk and density, while at the

same time constituting an open-formed construction. To

write a thesis on him necessitated seeing work at Galerie

Maeght in Paris and visiting the sculptor himself in San 

Sebastián. It was the first of three or four times I met 

Chillida over the years. There is a strong tradition of 

sculpture in the Spanish Basque country. Through writing 

a thesis on Chillida, I came into contact with a whole world

of sculpture outside of Italy. 

I am often impressed by your knowledge of art’s history

and development and your interest in its practitioners

from the past to the contemporary. Is it important for

artists to have some knowledge of what has gone before

in art?

If we can look at a work with the contextual knowledge of

the artist’s overall development, there is a higher chance 

we will be able to access and evaluate the work and the

creative mind behind it. The same applies to the individual’s

art in relation to the wider cultural and historical context.

Words like “innovation”, “breakthrough”, “masterpiece”,

and so on, imply a relation to what was there before - 

despite what some artists would like you to believe! Real

seeing, like the process of making, comprises a mysterious

fusion of present moment, open-mindedness (that is, 

without the prejudice of history), together with knowledge

of all that has gone before. T. S. Eliot’s Tradition and the

Individual Talent expresses this very well. History has first

to be learnt, worked through, absorbed, and then, for want

of a better word - bracketed.  

I know Russian Constructivism holds particular 

significance for you.

It was while studying Russian Constructivism in my final

year that I came to one of the most defining realizations of

my early development as a sculptor. The Russian sculptors

were intoxicated with the idea of levitation and elevation

of mass. They wished to match revolutionary idealism to a

new, gravity-defying vision of art. However, despite heroic

effort and unprecedented enthusiasm, too much soil was

left clinging to their amazing constructions. Gravity-free

space was never attained. It seemed clear to me that before

any idea of elevating mass can be addressed, gravity,

weight, density - those movements that oppose levity 

and elevation - must first be fully understood; even to 

the point of forgetting the first intention, namely, to defy

gravity. Levity necessitates leverage. To elevate mass isn’t

realistic in the primary, physical way as the youthful 

Constructivists discovered. But were matter, or rather the

creative attention directed towards matter, to act as a 
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fulcrum, could there be metaphysical levitation? And could

this be brought about through the medium of sculpture? 

Anthony Caro once remarked in an early interview “all

sculptors have dreams of defying gravity”. Is this true 

in your case? 

The sight of a great dancer or gymnast “floating” through

the air is exhilarating. These artists seem to defy the gravity

to which the rest of us are subject. But one slip or stumble

is enough to break the spell. In art any technical or visual

clumsiness will instantly bring the work back down to

earth. There are a few examples where the spell holds:

Brancusi’s Fish, for example, “floats”. Smooth stone, 

almost transparent - like Eskimo sculpture - is reflected in a

mirror base. Contact with the mirror is almost imperceptible.

Alexander Rodchenko’s first hanging sculptures just hang.

Later when he introduces a ground or base reference and

gets the distance between hanging object and base exactly

right, his hanging constructions cease hanging and begin

to “hover”. Expressions of elevation in sculpture are 

necessarily founded in visual illusion and ultimately tell 

us more about gravitation than levitation. 

In our many conversations over the years, Simone Weil

is a name that often comes up, particularly her Gravity

and Grace. Can you explain the impact this work has had

onyour life and on your approach to making art? 

Central to Simone Weil’s thought and writing is an attitude

of wide-awake awareness that she calls “attention”. It is

this state or orientation of being that ought to inform our

every action. In a way very similar to that described in 

Seamus Heaney’s essay The Redress of Poetry, Simone 

Weil sees attention as a sort of metaphysical counterweight

especially when it is directed towards inert matter. Sculpture,

it seemed to me, is particularly well positioned to explore

this promise of redress, what she calls “moral gravity”. Like

all creative activity, sculpture concerns itself primarily with

the here-and-now. In addition it is habitually focused

within what Heaney refers to as “the gravitational pull of

the actual”, or matter in all its density and intractability. 

Words such as surface, balance, space, etc are often 

used when discussing sculpture but it is perhaps your

thoughts on weight that have always interested 

me most. 

The location of my dreams is almost always in or around

“Springmount”, the long, two-storey farmhouse in which I

grew up. Ever since the house was sold in the early 1970s
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and underwent inevitable change under new, non-farming

ownership, the old house, its landings, stairs, rooms, its

farmyard, haggard and so on, has remained home to my

dreams. In 2003 the house came up for sale again. Not

having been back there for over 30 years, I asked the estate

agent if I could look around the place now that it was 

between owners. The agent readily agreed but was 

somewhat perplexed when I asked whether it would also 

be possible for me to acquire a useless rusted iron gate I

discovered abandoned at the bottom of the now overgrown

garden. I explained that it had been the small green

painted gate into the garden when I was a child. I further

explained that I could still feel in my bones the precise

weight required to push on the forged iron latch before

opening the gate. The agent, sufficiently persuaded, asked

the client if he minded parting with it.  

Proust’s petites madeleines come to mind! 

Yes, the memory of pressing down on the latch was a sort

of memory trigger. As humans we have a built-in, corporeal

consciousness of weight: with every step we counteract a

fall. We don’t have to think about falling, our body knows

and deals with all such matters of balance. The notion of

weight is used metaphorically in everyday speech: we ask

how someone is “bearing up” under some ordeal, setback

or loss. We talk of a person “holding” another in great 

esteem. Weight denotes measurement, defines balance. In

art, weight can be a means of expressing the boundaries of

human existence, what philosophers call “limit”. This is 

evident in the drapery of 5th-century Classical sculpture, 

in Romanesque architecture, in the frescos of Giotto, in

certain sculptures by Brancusi, Wotruba, Oteiza and others,

or the Here sculptures of Barnett Newman. 

I am reminded of your text “In Respect of Chair Legs”,

that you wrote for “Leaves And Papers” published by the

Douglas Hyde Gallery. Your short text concludes with 

a statement in which you say that you believe that a

particular weight permeates all forms of authentic art 

- “something equivalent to the density of the real world

- a hallmark that we intuitively recognize.” 

From 1977 an awareness of weight has informed my 

sculpture. Two De-creations I made towards the end of

that year mark the beginning of an investigation that is

still ongoing. De-creation III is a meditation on downward

pressure. The structure shifts and adjusts to accommodate

the space it engulfs. De-creation IV is evocative of the

jagged arêtes of glacial geology. Space is external in this

one. In both sculptures presence or “gravitas” is conveyed

by a sense of weight. In this way vacuous space is 

articulated, made perceptible. The sculptures, like almost 

all my subsequent work, read from top to bottom. 
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Is this still the case? I am thinking here 

of your horizontal works. 

Yes, in principle it is still the case. Where the sculpture is

predominantly horizontal the overhead space reads as a

downward pressure. It is of great importance to me the way

a sculpture stands in relation to the ground. The white

marble sculpture Amor Fati, made for a public park in 

Taiwan, has a convex base; its 12-ton mass can, in theory,

be rocked. The horizontal timber construction in Trinity

College, Dublin, Countermovement, has only three points

of contact with the ground. My Steles are undercut at floor

level. Many sculptures have shadow lines at the base.

Ground contact is minimized. Much consideration goes

into achieving this. Though the sculptures may, if you like,

be about weight, they are rarely if ever about ground-

occupying, tectonic weight. Nor is weight the object of

angst or anguish. In this regard I perhaps veer towards

Eastern philosophies of art where the distance between two

objects is seen less a matter of separation - a severance to

be suffered - and more as an assertion of existence allowing

each object to be a thing in its own right. In recognizing

and identifying with matter, with weight (actual and

metaphorical) we make a connection and in the connection,

find uplift. A few years ago I made a sculpture using local

granite for a town in northern Portugal. This piece is 

effectively about weight and levity in equal measure. It is

called Em Louvor dos Limites - In Praise of Limits, a title I

have used on a number of occasions. 

Left 
Top Amor Fati, Taiwan, 2003
Bottom Countermovement, Trinity College, Dublin, 1984-85
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There are important public sculptures of yours in many

countries around the world, and I sometimes wonder

whether artworks have a national identity of their own

or do they transcend that. Perhaps this is a long-winded

way of asking whether there is anything Irish about your

work and, if so, is it recognizable as such?

I wouldn’t have thought there was anything particularly

Irish about my work. Sculpture in Ireland is only about

three generations old, I being among the second generation.

In search of an Irish sculpture tradition the High Crosses,

like those of Kells and Clonmacnoise, are sometimes cited

but I don’t think this is true: the High Crosses of Ireland

are prime examples of the goldsmith’s art transposed to

stone. The fact is that in 1950 when I was born, Ireland

had no indigenous visual art tradition to speak of. My 

first heroes were our writers, poets and playwrights 

- and orators - no shortage here of exalted thought and 

wondrous words. The Irish literary genius is universally 

acclaimed and deservedly so, but Irish visual culture has

not been so strongly developed. Clearly the nutrients were

going to have to be sourced from outside. Young sculptors

went abroad. They could go to England or mainland 

Europe, or westward, to the USA. Irish art today is a

strange hybrid of outside influence but one that has, I 

believe, begun to take root in native soil. As to whether it

has become identifiably ‘Irish’ in some mysterious way, is 

debatable. Maybe it has. If a faint Irish accent is by chance

detectable in my work, that is fine, but this isn’t a question

I ask myself.  

Yes, that is understandable, but does the cultural 

background of the artist not come into it?

Any way of seeing and understanding reflects to some 

degree the cultural background of the artist. I was born

into a low-church Anglican tradition which, at that time,

found the presence of a plain cross on the altar ostentatious.

It’s a complex subject, but yes, I can see myriad ways 

- stimulating and restraining - how my background might

have influenced me. But a specific cultural background

within present-day multicultural society shouldn’t be 

confused with “national” identity. A Quaker upbringing 

informs the work of James Turell but this doesn’t make

him necessarily more American. For me, the best of what is

going on in sculpture today hasn’t much to do with where it

is produced. Like Turell’s skyspaces, it is about accessibility,

context and immediacy. It is about being present, being 

inescapably in a place, about experience first hand.  

Is this something that is happening more now? 

In retrospect it could be argued that it is something that

has been gathering momentum in art since the beginning

of the 20th-century, since Cubism made accessible multiple

points of view all at the same time. But in respect of 

immediacy and impact we ought not to forget Caravaggio
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and the masters of Baroque hundreds of years earlier even

if that was a movement initiated for quite different reasons,

Counter-Reformation propaganda and so on. 

Why do you think this emphasis on context and 

immediacy has again become so important? 

Modern culture has seen a scattering of attention over 

ever-wider areas taking us further and further from any 

real connection with the substance, weight and density of

the world we live in. For my own part, were my work to 

do anything to arrest this diminution of space, time and

weight, I would feel something useful would have 

been achieved. 

Does your sculpture have a message for its viewers or do

you make it primarily for your own satisfaction?

I don’t think it does either. During the making process I am

completely unaware of conveying any message. A sculpture

can make a statement about something, perhaps, but that

is not the same as it having a message as such. That would

not be a good idea. I once heard the playwright Billy Roche

advising a group of drama students that even the barest

hint of message on the part of the playwright, if not 

avoidable altogether, ought to be kept “hidden in the long

grass”. Roche strongly recommended a stealthy, indirect

approach to this matter. But then making sculpture primarily

for personal satisfaction isn’t quite right either. I feel I

know what Cézanne meant when he said “the landscape

thinks itself in me - I am its consciousness”. There is no 

indication of painting for satisfaction in this statement.

Jacques Lipchitz and Eduardo Chillida (who admired

your work in Trinity College) were amongst the world

-renowned sculptors you have met. Which sculptors do

you most admire, from earliest to today, and would you

see any of these as having an influence on your work? 

At a certain point it becomes impossible to talk clearly

about influences. I have looked at the sculpture of hundreds

of artists. I have met sculptors from all over the world, and

worked alongside many of them. Some of them are friends.

Although I initially worked through a complex of influences

- not necessarily all directly connected to sculpture - I now

work very largely within a framework defined by my own

sculptural experience. If I were to ask myself what works of

art I would like to return home to this evening, I might list

a Japanese Noh Drama mask, a small Brancusi carving in

wood - one of his Cup series, Modigliani’s stone Caryatid, 

a Tony Smith out in the garden - his Snake. That’s today.

Tomorrow I might like to swap these for a piece by Lee

Ufan or for one of those wonderful sculptures made by

James Lee Byars using Thassos marble. It doesn’t matter

because in an essential way, I already possess all these. 

Can you explain what you mean here: is it that you have

absorbed these works, that they have become part of

you?

Yes, the core relationships are absorbed. There are opposing

tensions in any good piece of sculpture. It is the way these

relate to each other that can be mysterious. With great art

these opposing tensions are always on the verge of being

reconciled but never quite are. Perception of this paradox is

a wholly in-the-present experience. It is emotionally like a

sort of electric charge that becomes coded and engrained. 
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INTERVIEW: JOHN DALY / MICHAEL WARREN 

Simone Weil puts it well: “a just blend of unity with that

which opposes unity is the condition of the beautiful and

the secret of art, a secret which is mysterious for the 

artists also.” 

Although I am familiar with a number of directly 

figurative works that you have made over the years, 

for many viewers of your work you appear to resist the

figurative. Is this a fair assessment or is the relationship

more complex than that?

It is probably a fair assessment. Whenever I have attempted

figurative sculpture I have found it too specific. Any detail,

indeed any figurative specificity, seems to block other ways

of reading the work. Even where the dominant motif is 

figurative as in some of the very early works like Girlwoman

or Bio-dynamics, these sculptures aren’t really about the

figure as such. Bio-dynamics was made during my last year

in the art academy. The title references the Bio-mechanics

acting style of the Constructivist theatre director Vsevolod

Meyerhold. The piece is a testing out of Umberto Boccioni’s

theory of dynamics, his Lines of Force, and focuses on a

central spatial ambivalence that the Futurists called the

Fourth Dimension. I am not saying that I succeeded in any

of this, but that was what was in my head at the time. 
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Bio-dynamics, 1975

Opposite

Left Go deo, homage to Samuel Beckett (detail), Trinity College, Dublin, 2006
Right Fallen Caryatid, 2009
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The relatively recent works Fetish and Go deo, homage

to Samuel Beckett seem to occupy yet another place in

your oeuvre.

Both these pieces do seem somewhat atypical of my overall

work. Perhaps when they are looked at in terms of their

particular expression, they begin to fall more in line with

the mainstream. I was investigating suppressed volume in

Fetish and referencing Christ’s Passion in Go deo. But 

interpretation is deliberately left ambivalent. What for one

person might read like the Crown of Thorns might be a

menacing tree branch configuration for another. Is the 

outstretched horizontal some sort of signposting or is it a

part of a hangman’s gibbet? 

In general terms I accept that my sculpture “resists the 

figurative”, but I would suggest that there is a certain 

embodiment identifiable in the ratios and proportioning of

my sculpture. Look at some of my very recent work - the

Caryatid sculptures and Sei Personaggi for instance. While

it could not be said they are figurative, they are not wholly

abstract either. Fallen Caryatid relates as much to Modigliani

or de Chirico as it does to a minimalist work by Serra. 
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The painter as sculptor has played a significant role in

the history of art making; I think it was David Smith

who once remarked that much of the best sculpture of

the 20th-century was made by painters. Are you ever

tempted to express yourself in other media, whether in

the traditional materials of painting or perhaps within a

multimedia approach using light, video or sound?

Of the painter-sculptors I like Degas’ exquisite poise and

balance, his dancers and horses. I think it is a tragedy 

that Modigliani’s dream of making a great series of stone

caryatids remained unfulfilled. Giacometti is sometimes

listed among painter-sculptors but I see him as a sculptor

first, a painter second. Matisse, Picasso, Miró made some

great sculpture. Boccioni, de Kooning, Lüpertz, Baselitz 

- there are many, but I wouldn’t go as far as David Smith’s

claim of “much of the best”. The painter-sculptors have

made a huge contribution especially in terms of line, light,

surface, even structure, but there is a density, a compactness

that they miss. This for me lessens the sculpture’s presence.

Can you ever see yourself making art in a very different

way to your present approach?

I’d love to have been able to write a play. The only 

temptation to perhaps use light, video or sound would be

in the context of theatre. But with regard to using these

media in a visual art form, I would have neither the 

patience nor the inclination. I feel I ought to be able to

paint but know I never will. It is said that some of my work

draws very close to architecture. In the end, considering my

plays would be most likely non-verbal and without character

development, my paintings probably monotone, and my 

architecture not made for habitation, I think I’d best stick

with sculpture! 

It is interesting that you mention writing a play, as

many of your works appear to take the form of a stage

or spaces where actions are to be performed. Is there

any family or perhaps school connection with 

the theatre? 

Amateur dramatic societies and groups abound in Ireland

not least in my hometown of Gorey. Besides a vibrant 

Theatre Group and Musical Society there was for many

years an Arts Festival every summer organised by Wexford

artist, Paul Funge. Performances by Jack MacGowran and

other internationally celebrated actors were not uncommon.

The American poet John Ashbery was a special guest 

one year, and the rock group U2 also gave an early 

performance at Gorey Arts Festival. About 1980 or 1981

Paul organized a three-day sculpture symposium as part 

of the Arts Festival. I offered my studio as a venue for this

event. George Rickey and Reg Butler were among the 

guest speakers.  

So you were involved in the local festival too? 

My brother, sister and I all took part in plays put on during

the Festival. I played Beckett in Murder in the Cathedral.

Is this where you first discovered your love of drama or

was it also part of your home? 

From earliest schooling Irish children get some small 

experience of being on a stage even if only to recite a

poem or be part of a nativity play. As a child, I loved 

being read to, and there was no one better at this than my

grandmother, a Cope from Castledermot. All the Warrens 

- my father, his father, my uncles and aunts were good
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raconteurs, the timing of a joke or story was instinctive. 

My grandfather was an old-style auctioneer. People 

travelled considerable distances to hear him conduct a

house sale. His ability to keep a large group entertained is

still remembered. Plays, sketches, fun enactments were a

normal part of my early years. Later in boarding school

there would always be at least one major school play every

year to which the boys’ parents and families were invited.

Theatre was an important part of college life. I remember

being encouraged to read Constantin Stanislavsky’s An

Actor Prepares with its instruction in the use of “emotion

memory”, giving the objects of your attention an imaginary

life, and so on.  

Were you reading this at university or was this while

you were still at school? Again, it seems to me that you

were reading quite difficult texts at an early age.

I read Stanislavsky at school. It was quite typical of the

kind of book many of us were reading in the late 1960s.

Apart from being in our teens, it was a time of great 

optimism, idealism and spiritual quest. We were going to

change the world for the better. Cynicism and irony were

dormant. Transcendental meditation, popularised by The

Beatles’ visits to India, was the new way. It was a time to

read the Upanishads and study Yoga. “Self-realization” was

a moral imperative. I think our younger teachers were able

to build on the prevailing climate. Timothy Brownlow, who

was also a poet and co-editor of The Dublin Magazine, did

much to show us how art, music and theatre offered other

forms of enlightenment. To be reading Stanislavsky at this

time was quite normal.  

Did Stanislavsky teach you anything to bring to your

own work?

That’s an interesting question. I haven’t thought about

that before. Stanislavsky’s emphasis on inner monologue,

his requirement for actors to live through the past, present

and future of the characters they are playing, to persist in

this until they become single continuous beings, whole

characters that live and move in one “unbroken line” - I

can see how all this could be adapted to the teaching and

practice of sculpture. At the time, however, I read it in 

relation to acting and for its general instruction. Decades

later I would have opportunities to infuse public sculpture

with that feeling of momentous event that theatre fired 

in me. This attempt I based on the principle that the 

experience of an important event is closely connected 

with the awareness of being in a place. 

Please expand on this a bit more. 

For example, most people know where they were when they

first heard or read of President Kennedy’s assassination in

Dallas, Texas on Friday, November 22, 1963. But less 

dramatic events are just as capable of stopping us in our

tracks and placing us squarely in time and space.  
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INTERVIEW: JOHN DALY / MICHAEL WARREN 

What about some examples of your attempt to capture

this dualistic relationship of event and place in your 

own work?

In such installations as Journey Inland (Spain), A Pagan

Place (Andorra), A Full Moon in March (Japan), and 

El Arado y las Estrellas - The Plough and the Stars (Ecuador),

I try to catch this relationship. Each of these has a large

stage-like platform area onto which the viewer can walk or

climb. In the case of the large earthwork in the Andes 

overlooking Quito, a long ramp has to be climbed before

the raised level can be accessed. These events are usually

unfolding, happening, in the present tense - an inner 

journey, a Noh drama, a union of earth and sky - or 

occasionally, as with A Pagan Place, the event has already

happened - a part of the forgotten past of Andorran Cathar

“heretical” history. Two other installations of mine: Alizes

et tortues - Trade Wind and Turtles (Guadeloupe in French

West Indies) and Amor Fati (Taiwan) refer to the Slave

Trade and Greek Stoic philosophy respectively.  

And in Ireland? 

Examples of these “dramas” in Ireland include Wood Quay

alongside the River Liffey in Dublin, and the collaborative

monument Tulach a’ tSolais made with the architect 

Ronnie Tallon on the plateau hill of Oulart in County 

Wexford. This structure is reminiscent of Irish Neolithic

Passage Tombs like that at Newgrange in County Meath.

Whether of Viking invasion or the Irish Rebellion of 1798,

here again history is referenced in order to heighten the

sense of being in a place.  
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Top El Arado y las Estrellas (detail), Ecuador, 1998
Bottom Tulach a’ tSolais, County Wexford, 1998-99

Opposite 
Tulach a’ tSolais (interior), County Wexford
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INTERVIEW: JOHN DALY / MICHAEL WARREN 

The stage-like platforms do of course have the important

aesthetic function of asserting the horizontal in often 

dramatically undulating landscape. In Andorra, for 

instance, the platform cantilevers out from the Pyrenean

mountainside. During its construction I secretly remember

thinking with a mixture of alarm and excitement that the

platform looked so strong it didn’t need to have anything

placed onto it. Its white cement horizontal plane seemed to

stand its ground within the dramatic panorama, giving it

nucleus, focus, and, to a degree, counterpoise. It was

wholly sculptural in itself. This observation reoccurred 

during one or two other constructions, but being 

commissioned works in the public domain I had to keep 

to the original plan. But an opportunity to explore this line

of thought came in 2007 with my exhibition at the Royal

Hibernian Academy in Dublin where I was given an extensive

interior space to effectively fill as I wished. The result was 

the 12 x 12 metre, raised Piazza partly inspired by the 

unusual stone ground of Andrea Mantegna’s Calvary

of 1450 in the Louvre. Essentially the design concept 

consisted of two opposing flattened wedge forms one lying

on the other, off-line. It was considered too minimal by

some but I was very pleased with it. As with installations

made for the Douglas Hyde Gallery in 2003 and for the

Butler Gallery in Kilkenny in 2004, life was given to the 

interior architectural space rather than just the object. 

The double wedging of Piazza against the vacuous space

above gave weight to the overhead space. In an interview

at the time I tried to convey something of this presence /

absence paradox by quoting Yeats: “Though the great 

song return no more / There’s keen delight in what we

have: / The rattle of pebbles on the shore / Under the 

receding wave”. 
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A stage-like element has appeared in your sculpture more and more in recent years; I am thinking of your exhibition

at Dublin's RHA and Stele for Thomas Wyse at Waterford Institute of Technology. Perhaps they have always been 

present and I am only noticing them more now. 

Above 
Piazza, Royal Hibernian Academy, Dublin, 2007
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A Pagan Place, Andorra, 1991
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How would you respond to the assertion that today art

is largely uncritically received, all is deemed interesting

and that quality is no longer a consideration?

I try to avoid such debates. They are invariably dull and

pointless, sometimes upsetting. I will of course fight my

own corner if necessary but ideally, I feel the interpretation,

processing and appreciation of art is for others to ponder,

not artists. There are of course artists who seem to thrive

on confrontation and taking on public opinion. It’s an 

attitude that does nothing for me. 

Are drawings or photography part of your process when

trying to work out an idea for a sculpture? 

Yes, I draw constantly - on whatever is closest to hand. I

use pencil, biro, felt-tipped marker - anything that makes a

mark. I draw and overdraw trying to envisage all elevations

- front, back and side. I draw to explore all available 

options. Midway through a piece when the work has taken

twists and turns of its own, it’s often necessary to review

everything again, though at this stage I am more likely to

draw on the work - with spray paint, brush and paint, chalk

or charcoal. Drawing is a sort of thinking out loud. As a

teenager I deliberately set about sharpening my observation

skills. I would look at any object as though I was making

an observation drawing of it. That kind of looking involves

plotting a vast complex of parts in relation to one another.

You then test yourself by drawing what you can recall. Over

time this exercise becomes a reflexive ability. Though I

don’t use photography, I have good visual memory. I am

able to rotate three-dimensional forms in my mind’s eye

with relative ease. 

Painters often act or react to chances and accidents that

occur and may end up with something very different 

to that which they set out to make. Is this the same 

with sculpture?

Yes it is. I’d imagine it’s the same with all creative work.

Sculpture is an extraordinary concoction of curiosity, 

surprise and risk taking. Chance plays a vital part in the 

dialogue. It is what makes making so mysterious. So often

the material reveals itself through an accident, but the

artist must be ready to seize the moment. As Picasso said,

inspiration exists, but “it must find us working”. 

Many artists who have enjoyed long, successful careers

revisit early motifs or elements of their artistic language.

Have you found yourself doing this?

The creative process is often very circuitous. Boccioni’s last

diary entry reads “Voleva ricominciare da capo”. He wanted

to start again from the very beginning. We are constantly

returning to base, referring back, comparing, and revisiting

early motifs - whatever it takes. 

Do you always let the natural appearance of the material,

whether stone, wood, steel, or bronze, remain or do you

introduce colour through painting, etc?

Scale is a factor here: the smaller pieces tend to need a

higher finish. Bronze is patinated of course and, as such, is

not strictly speaking natural. My steel sculptures of the

1970s - Escultura Blanca, Articulation of Void, Void 

Anchored, etc, - were painted white, black, more rarely,

very dark blue, even red. Stone is left cut, “sparrow-pecked”
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or “honed” - none of which treatments are strictly natural

either. Wood is variously sawn, chiselled, sand blasted,

burnt, carbonised, oiled, waxed, or, on the larger scale, left

to weather. Every material, every sculpture will prompt 

different treatment. But there is little that is natural about

the appearance of sculpture. This is an interesting question

though: unnatural man-made objects made to look 

natural, unmade. 

Do you ever reach a dead end, a stage where you can’t

make the piece work? 

There are times when the harder you try to make the 

sculpture work, the worse it gets. For me a successful

sculpture must hold as close as possible to pure form and

be free of “artistic” intention. It is never easy to get this

combination right: to get the sculpture to appear to have

just happened. Whatever hardship a particular piece can

cause, however many false hopes it raises, the end result

must look easy, as though its form has naturally evolved.

Our “stitching and unstitching” - to quote Yeats again,

must go unnoticed. 

When starting work on the “blank canvas” of a three-ton

block of wood or granite, is it possible to explain the

balance between intuition and a self-conscious goal 

to reach that “eureka” moment when you know you

have succeeded?   

To get going, to find a way into a new piece, that can be

difficult. It is a thing between you and the material, in my

case, wood usually. It is to wood I best connect. First there

is the want to engage; want then intensifies to need - a

need to find expression. To get closer to the nature of this

intensity all possibilities have to be explored. Nothing can

be excluded. It only takes the most random detail to 

kick-start a chain of action. A fall of light, a saw-cut, a

suggestion of twisting movement or an undercut in the

timber - any of these might be all it takes. Or maybe an

off-cut beside the band saw, or a leftover under the work-

bench catches your eye. It is as chance-driven as that. If

needs be, there is always a stash of previous attempts that

can be rifled through - turned, piled, combined, shortened.

From this - plus drawing - maybe this time a beginning

will be found. Direction can be triggered in a flash. It may

take days or weeks. There is no guarantee, no magic 

formula. One thing is certain: intuitive action comes from

an outward-orientated alertness. We look outward to gain

insight. And when it happens, it takes us by surprise. E.M.

Forster is right - we need “only connect”. Everything else

will take care of itself.

Is this revelation, to those who recognize it, akin to a

sort of religious experience?

Revelation is a big word, but yes, I can see how the 

connective experience, the “eureka moment” could be

taken for a religious experience. The word “religion” derives

from the Latin verb “religare”, to bind, to reconnect. But 

I think what comes beforehand is of greater value in 

spiritual terms. Wordsworth describes how in an attitude 

of contemplation the poetic eye is quietened by “the power

of harmony, and the deep power of joy” eventually leading

him to see into “the life of things”. This particular Weilian

virtue of attention requires a specific attitude of stillness

and waiting. The highest moments of creative attention 

are almost indistinguishable from a form of prayer.  
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Ah, back to Weil and Beckett again!

Perhaps you could talk a little about this exhibition.

About what it means to exhibit in this magnificent

building located not far from the home of 

your ancestors.

However much planning and preparation goes into a big

exhibition like this, it isn’t possible to fully know how the

show will look until everything is actually in place. I am

very curious to see how sculpture selected from over 40

years stands alongside more recent pieces. Although it is a

retrospective exhibition, I am including a sizable amount of

new work that has not been previously seen. 

I am very pleased this is all happening in Carlow. Carlow

has been good to me sculpture-wise. In 1985 I was 

commissioned by Carlow County Council to make Thrones

at Leighlinbridge adjacent to Dinn Righ, seat of the ancient

Kings of South Leinster. Then in 2001, it commissioned the

stainless steel structure Ceatharloch sited on one of the

main artery roads into Carlow. 

My mother was born at Knocknagee Lodge about two

miles outside Carlow on the road to Castledermot. 

Surrounding the house was a farm where my grandfather

bred pedigree sheep, Border Leicesters and Shropshires. He

was a terrific all-round sportsman who played rugby for

Carlow RFC. The family later moved to Beechfield, a 

bungalow in Carlow town just a stone’s throw from 

where VISUAL stands. 
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Top Thrones (detail), Carlow, 1985
Bottom Knocknagee Farm, Carlow, circa 1914

Opposite 
Ceatharloch, 2001
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Has your working process changed over the years? 

Do you go to the studio every day at a similar time 

and keep fairly regular hours, or do you work all night

Guston-style if something is going really well?

No, I don’t work all night but I’ll typically work late if that

helps to have a good start the next morning. If there is any

painting or gluing to do, I will get that done so that it will

be dry by morning. It’s good to start work in a clean studio

and not be stumbling over yesterday’s mess. Ideally a day

ends in high expectation for what tomorrow may bring. 

Speaking of tomorrow, what is next? When you have

worked hard toward an important large-scale exhibition

such as this, is there a temptation to take a break from

what is a very physical way of working, or is there 

always something else that you need to get started on?

I have never been afraid of hard work especially when there

is something to show for it. But a break from prolonged

activity can be a good thing. Recharging the batteries. 

Taking a holiday has however never been one of my fortes:

I get restless after two or three days. No sooner have I 

arrived somewhere than I start wanting to get back and 

get started on something new. 
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At work, Letatlin, 2009
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Fallen Caryatid 2009

Monterey Cypress
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Sei Personaggi 2010

Monterey Cypress, Spanish Chestnut, Douglas Fir, Redwood
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Caryatid I - VI 2010

Opepe (Nauclea diderrichii)
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Unbroken Line 2010

Painted Steel
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Michael Warren: Biography                                                                                                         
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Michael Warren: Biography

Born in Dublin on September 21, 1950. 

1964-69

Saint Columba’s College, Rathfarnham, County Dublin. 

Teachers, David FitzGerald and Timothy Brownlow, encourage the student’s interest in literature, theatre and philosophy.

Under the guidance of Frank Morris, he makes his first woodcarving, Torso. 

1969-70

Bath Academy of Art, England. 

1970-71

Trinity College, Dublin. 

Reads Philosophy, Psychology and English Literature. 

1971-75

Enrolls at the Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera in Milan. 

Studies sculpture under Luciano Minguzzi.

1974

Receives an Italian State scholarship.

1975

First of many trips to Spain. Meets Eduardo Chillida.

1976

Meets the Irish architect Ronnie Tallon. 

109
Opposite
Elegy to Light, Thassos, 1992
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MICHAEL WARREN: BIOGRAPHY

1978-79

The granite sculpture De-creation V is commissioned by Radio Telefís

Éireann (RTÉ) to mark the expansion of broadcasting in Ireland. 

Awarded the Scott Tallon Walker Prize, the Alice Berger Hammerschlag

Scholarship, and the Macauly Fellowship for Sculpture.

1980

His timber construction, Dark Night, is the cause of controversy, 

and its installation in front of Dublin Port head office is delayed a year. 

Receives the 1980 Mont Kavanagh Award for Environmental Art. 

“Michael Warren - Sculpture 69-80”, his first solo exhibition is held 

at “Letatlin”, the artist’s home and studio near Gorey, County Wexford.

The catalogue text is written by Dr Anne Crookshank, Professor of 

History of Art, Trinity College, Dublin.

1982

October 16, marriage to María-Dolores Armenteros Castaño.

Exhibits at the Galerie Charley Chevalier, Paris, his first solo 

exhibition abroad.

Participates in the “Carnegie International”, Carnegie Institute, 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Meets art critics Clement Greenberg, 

James Johnson Sweeney and Jack Burnham. 

1983

Receives the 1983 Mont Kavanagh Award for Environmental Art.

He is elected to membership of “Aosdána”.

Exhibits with the Meredith Long Gallery, Houston, Texas.

110
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1984

Nominated for the Wolf Foundation Prize in Arts (Sculpture) 1984/85, Israel.

Participates in “ROSC’84”, Guinness Hop Store, Dublin.

Dr Brian Boydell opens his sculpture exhibition at The Solomon Gallery, Dublin.

1985

June 23, birth of his daughter, Cristina. 

First exhibition at the Galerie Der Spiegel in Cologne.

The American-Irish Foundation fund and gift Countermovement to Trinity 

College, Dublin. 

Sheikh Said Farsi, Lord Mayor of Jeddah, acquires the steel sculptures Escultura

Blanca and Articulation of Void for the Municipality of Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

Installs Void Anchored at Kilkenny Castle, Kilkenny.

After Image is commissioned by Baron Brian de Breffny for Castletown Cox,

County Tipperary. 
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Top (right) Escultura Blanca, 1979-80
Middle Void Anchored, 1980-85
Bottom (left) After Image, Castletown Cox, 1985

Opposite

Top De-creation V, Dublin, 1979
Middle Working on Dark Night, Letatlin, 1979
Bottom Galerie Charley Chevalier, Paris, 1982
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MICHAEL WARREN: BIOGRAPHY

1986-87

Working with Frank Lydon of Arup Consulting Engineers, the characteristic construction method of the 

large-scale timber sculptures first appears in the public and private commissions of this period, notably 

in a 10.5-metre high construction installed at the Farnsworth House, Plano, Illinois.

1987

The publication, “Michael Warren”, is designed and produced by photographer John Donat. 

1988

January 10, birth of his son, George. 

March 13, his father dies aged 65. 

Participates in the “Olympiad of Art”, Olympic Sculpture Park, Soeul. While visiting Korea, he meets the art

critic and writer, Gerard Xuriguera, who will later arrange opportunities for him to make site-specific sculptures

in many countries including France, Spain, Andorra, Portugal, Japan, the French West Indies and Ecuador.

Visits Japan.

1989

Receives the “Utsukushi-ga-hara Open-Air Museum Award”, Japan.

He exhibits at the Douglas Hyde Gallery, Trinity College, Dublin. 

John Hutchinson writes a catalogue essay entitled “Silence and Necessity”.

1990

Works in the French Pyrenean town of Oloron Sainte-Marie. 

He makes Journey Inland for the Campo de las Naciones, Madrid. 

112
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1991

Beneath the ’bow is installed at the Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin.

A Pagan Place is installed in the Principality of Andorra. 

Awarded the “Medalla al Mérito Artistico” by Agustín Rodriguez Sahagún, Mayor of Madrid.

1992

Works in white marble on the Greek island of Thassos. Meets James Lee Byars.

A Full Moon in March is installed in Minamikata, Japan. 

Appointed to the board of the Douglas Hyde Gallery, Trinity College, Dublin.
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Left Installing Beneath the ’bow, Irish Museum of Modern Art, 1991
Right With Agustín Rodriguez Sahagún, Mayor of Madrid, 1991
Bottom (left) Installing A Full Moon in March, Minamikata, 1992

Opposite 
Journey Inland, Madrid, 1990
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With Cristina, George and María, 1993
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MICHAEL WARREN: BIOGRAPHY

1993

Receives the Irish Concrete Society Award for Living Relic, Dunleer, County Louth.

The Principality of Andorra issues a postage stamp featuring A Pagan Place.

“Michael Warren - Places” is published by Gandon Books, Dublin. The text 

“Le Silence Pacifié” is written by Gerard Xuriguera. 

1994

Alizes et tortues is made and erected on the island of Guadeloupe in the French West Indies. 

Wood Quay is made at “Letatlin” and erected on the Liffey quayside at the new Civic Offices

in Dublin. 
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Top (right) Postage stamp, Principality of Andorra, 1993
Bottom (left) Installing Alizes et tortues, Guadeloupe, 1994
Bottom (right) Wood Quay, Dublin, 1994
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MICHAEL WARREN: BIOGRAPHY

1995

“Simple Measure”, a text by John Hutchinson accompanies an exhibition of Stele sculptures at the Douglas Hyde

Gallery, Trinity College, Dublin.

1996

Invited by the sculptor, Alberto Carneiro, makes and installs Trade Winds in Santo Tirso, Portugal. 

Installs Hors les murs at Clermont-Ferrand, France.

Calander is exhibited at Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane, Dublin.

1997

In collaboration with Ronnie Tallon, the first designs of Tulach a’ tSolais are made. Meets with the Irish Government

to gain sanction for this project. “The Tulach a’ tSolais Committee” is formed and chaired by the historian Brian

Cleary to co-ordinate fund raising and other matters connected with the realization of the monument.

1998

Makes El Arado y las Estrellas in the Metropolitan Park of Quito, Ecuador.

Given a Decoration of Cultural Merit by the Ecuadorian Government. 

The American Ambassador, Jean Kennedy-Smith is guest of honour at a ceremony 

on Oulart Hill in County Wexford, Ireland, to inaugurate Tulach a’ tSolais.

Seamus Heaney inaugurates Antaeus at Devil’s Glen, County Wicklow.

Mounts an installation of Steles in Saint Mary’s Cathedral, Limerick.
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Left El Arado y las Estrellas, Ecuador, 1998
Right With Seamus Heaney, County Wicklow, 1998

Opposite
East Point, Dublin, 2001 
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1999

August 16, his mother dies.

The official opening of Tulach a’ tSolais on Oulart Hill, County Wexford by Charles McCreevy, 

Minister of Finance, is attended by over 4000 people including the American and French Ambassadors.

2001

Tulach a’tSolais is nominated for the Mies van der Rohe, Barcelona Architecture Award.

The 15-metre high corten steel sculpture, East Point, is installed in the East Point Business Park, Dublin.

The stainless steel sculpture, Ceatharloch, is erected on one of the main artery roads into Carlow.

Millennium Sculpture, a five-part stainless steel installation is made for RTÉ, Dublin.
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Installing Amor Fati, Taiwan, 2003
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MICHAEL WARREN: BIOGRAPHY

2002

His Gateway sculpture in Dún Laoghaire is the cause of heated debate.

There are those among the Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council 

who want it taken down and removed.

The publication that accompanies an exhibition, “Michael Warren - Light, 

Gravity and Distance”, at the Crawford Municipal Gallery, Cork, includes 

an essay written by Peter Murray, Gallery Director.

2003

Amor Fati, a 12-tonne sculpture of white marble is carved and installed 

in a mountain park near Taoyuan, Taiwan. Meets Yu Shyi-kun, Prime 

Minister of Taiwan.

2004

NO PASARAN is sited on the Mall, Waterford. The sculpture is commissioned 

to commemorate the 11 Waterford men who fought with the International

Brigade during the Spanish Civil War.

Exhibition titled “Michael Warren – Dispositions” at the Butler Gallery, 

Kilkenny Castle, Kilkenny. 

2005

Em Louvor Dos Limites, a 12-metre high granite sculpture is unveiled in 

Carrazeda de Ansiães, Portugal.

First solo exhibition, “Angel Negro”, at Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin.

2006

The installation Hypothetical Imperative is shown in the RHA’s Ashford

Gallery, Dublin. His bronze Go deo, homage to Samuel Beckett is sponsored 

by David Arnold and gifted to Trinity College, Dublin.
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Above 
With Yu Shyi-kun, Prime Minister of Taiwan, 2003
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MICHAEL WARREN: BIOGRAPHY

2007

He shows at the Royal Hibernian Academy. The exhibition, “Of Weight 

and Wings”, includes the gallery-specific sculpture Piazza.

Exhibits at Galerie Weiller, Paris.

2008

Lieu de Rencontre is made and installed in the garden of a private hotel 

in Marrakech, Morocco.

He is invited to participate in EXPO ‘08, Zaragoza, Spain. The sculpture 

installation, M-7 23, is later reinstalled at CDAN, Centro de Arte y 

Naturaleza, Huesca, Spain.

Elected a member of the Royal Hibernian Academy.

“Footfalls”, a joint exhibition with the painter Patrick Graham at 

Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin, gets record gallery attendance.

2009

Stele for Thomas Wyse is commissioned by Waterford Institute 

of Technology, Waterford.

Makes Fallen Caryatid. He begins working on Sei Personaggi.

2010

Continues working on large timber Caryatid sculptures.

Installs Antaeus II at Scott Cottage, Rossdohan, County Kerry.

Timothy Brownlow writes the text, "Rough Magic" for his exhibition at 

Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin.

His exhibition, “Unbroken Line”, at VISUAL, Carlow is opened by Monsignor

Caoimhín Ó Néill, President of Carlow College, Carlow. The publication essay

is written by Dr Rod Mengham, Reader in Modern English Literature and 

Curator of Works of Art at Jesus College, University of Cambridge.
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Above 
Lieu de Rencontre, Marrakech, 2008

Opposite 

Top (left) M-7 23, Huesca, 2008
Bottom (left) Hillsboro Fine Art, Dublin, 2008
Top (right) Making Stele to Thomas Wyse, 2009
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Antaeus II, 2010
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ARTIST’S NOTE
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